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I would never consider myself a particularly high-level athlete or ever boasted of my incredible feats of strength. Can I press some heavy bells? Are you sure. Do I know my way around the bell? Absolutely! However, before all the heavy pressing, long cycles of snatching and deep squats were months of corrective exercises, long periods
of trauma and complacency and yes, blood, sweat and tears. Now, you probably think it will sound like every start to any professional autobiography of athletes, but instead of being in every detail of my life and all the key moments in my career (yawn), I'm going to share everything I've done to ensure success with my strength and fitness
goals. In particular, how I achieved the goal of Simple from Pavel Tsatsulin's program Simple and Sinister. With such a simple and sinister context, simple and sinister is what many call the General Training Program. It is designed to be as effective as possible without being too complicated, hence the name. It essentially focuses on two
lifts: Swing Maker and Get-UpThat's It. Really. These two exercises are known to provide the widest range of benefits by being easy to use and safe to perform (when performed correctly). It's reliable. The idea is that this program will prepare you for almost everything, being quite general in nature. Simple and sinister will increase your
strength, stamina, and build the perfect foundation for more sport-specific training too. One thing to note about Paul (a Russian guy kettlebells for the uninitiated) is that he is known to be a very straight forward, straight man. Unlike many other programs, each exercise, rep and set in its programming is incredibly well thought out and can
be explained in every detail. The variety for sake varieties does not exist in the Pavls world. The program in NutshellBack to the program, Simple and ominous workout goes like this: 100 x 1-HS (1-Handed Swings) 10 reps every 30 seconds for 5 minutesREST 1 minute10 x GU (Get-Up) 1 rep per minuteEasy right? Of course, no problem.
Then let's spice it up. There are specific weight goals to strive to achieve with simple and sinister programs that are designed to test your willpower and strength of your spirit. (see table below) SIMPLE GoalGet-Up WeightSwing WeightWomen16kg24kgMen32kg322kgThe SINISTER GoalGet-up WeightWomen24kg32kgMen48kg48kgThe
GoalFor achieving a simple goal you need to be disciplined with his or her training. THE NHS (Simple and Sinister Workout) is a kind of sub-maximum program. Meaning as you improve your skills and build your strength, you will only work part of your maximum effort. This ensures that you never light the candle too low and allows smooth
progression to your fitness goal. I achieved my simple goal with 32 kg earlier this year after months of hard work and commitment to my programming. To achieve the evil goal you need to be truly truly This goal takes time. A lot of time. Swinging a 48kg bell 100 times takes incredible strength and stamina. As I mentioned earlier, you'll
rarely be in the red line, so it's all about chipping away, making small gains at a time. However, if you are committed enough to continue this task know that it is possible. To date, a total of 50 or so men have achieved the Sinister goal (most of whom are women). The power of SkillYou're probably thinking it's all good, but how the hell am I
going to do that?! Don't worry, here are 3 tips I've followed that will help you find success with these goals (and many others).1) Find SFG (StrongFirst Instructor) to teach you all think they can teach Swing or Get-Up, but SFG Instructor is the most qualified person to help you learn these two movements (and more). This is a special type
of coach with a special set of skills and expert coaching skills. All SFGs possess an extremely high level of competence with weights as each SFG has passed a very high standard set in their testing and must maintain their skills for re-certification. They will be able to pass on their knowledge and experience to help you on your way of
strength. Valkyrie is the only gym in the Hunter region with StrongFirst Certified Instructors that can help you use the weights properly and get the most out of your training.2) Join a community of people who share a common goal This journey should not be individual pursuit. Make the grind easier by finding some like-minded people who
share your goals of fitness and strength. Having a strong support network is essential to motivate and stay on track. Good intentions are easy to frustrate so take a proactive approach and set yourself up for success. 3) Stick to yourprogress programming comes from hard work and smart programming. It also requires commitment and a
little faith. Trust and stick to your program process. You will see unsatisfactory results if your programming is too diverse, or if you jump from program to program. Often we have to check our ego and leave it at the door, this is something I have always struggled with. I hope this is helpful for those in pursuit of a stronger future. For any
questions about this program or anything else to do with weights workouts and workouts, please feel free to contact us. Until next time! POWER FOR YOU! Someone asked me on Twitter a while back if I was familiar with a simple and sinister workout weights. I wasn't. Now it's one of my workouts. It's surprisingly simple, but extremely
difficult and effective. The workout is this: set a timer for every minute for a minute, and make five rounds of ten one-handed weights swing each hand. That is ten one hand, ten other hands, active rest until the end of the minute, repeat 5x. Rest one minute. Minute. Turkish Get-Ups, alternating weapons, one every minute. That's five for
each hand. The entire workout is fifteen minutes plus one minute of rest (5 minutes of swing and 10 minutes TGU's). It's longer than I prefer. Some days I just swing and finish in 5 minutes. I rarely work more than 3-5 minutes, except weekends. If you don't know how to swing weights safely, don't do it. If you don't know what Turkish Get-
Ups is, don't do it. Learn from the coach. Safety first. You can buy Paul Tsatsouline's book to learn more about exercise and how to perform swings and get a window. But that's not enough (and photos of a man in black clothing waving a black bell in a studio draped in black fabric are not a good choice). You can find Pavel Tsatsulin on
YouTube and find a lot of good stuff from the man himself, too. But I advise you to get personal coaching. Strange things happen when you train with weights. I remember when I could barely make a two-handed swing with a weight half the weight, which feels insignificant with one hand today. Perhaps the most famous weighting program
for overall strength and conditioning, this program was presented by Paul in his book of the same name, Simple and Sinister. Only this program has taken many self-proclaimed zeros to the status of a hero. There are only two moving parts, swing and get up. No other exercise offers so many many benefits in such a tight package. To build
a superman, you need slow movement and fast lifts. -Bob Hoffman from the York post. Climbing is the ultimate slow climb; Swing is the ultimate fast climb. PreconditionsProutation in hard style 1-Arm KB SwingProficient in hard style Get UpThe Tasks100 1-Arm Swing in 5 minutes, Completion sets 10 every 30 seconds.1 minutes REST10
Get Ups in 10 minutes, alternating sets of 1 on sideThe StandardsSimple16kg Get Ups and 24 kg Swing for Women322kg Get Ups and Swings for MenSinister24kg Get Ups and 32kg Swings for Women48 Getkg Ups and Swings for MenTraining Summary Daily Taking a casual day off when your schedule or health prevents you from
exercising. If you follow a serious strength training program, reduce the frequency of NHS to two times a week (and expect slower progress on the NHS). Start each practice with three circuits of five reps of Prying Cup squats, StrongFirst Hip Bridges, and Haloes. If you don't know any of these exercises, buy an NHS book or find a certified
instructor near you. As an option, watch out for a few get ups with a shoe or light weight. Main part: 5 sets of 10 1-Arm Swings on hand and 5 sets of 1 Get Up on hand. Rest is active between sets. Rest long enough between sets to guarantee no drop-off in technical prowess, get up strength, and swing power. Gradually but not
aggressively reduce Stay. When you reach the ratio of 1:1 work to rest in one of the exercises --100 common swings in 5 minutes; 10 Total Get Ups in 10 Minutes - And You Can Do Do strongly almost any day, move up in weight in this exercise. Gradually replace the current weight training with a heavier weight, one set at a time. Go at
your own pace; strengthen what you have achieved before you go any further. Fatigue or stress is no excuse for skipping a workout. Have a ligtht day: reduce weight in one or both exercises, in all or in some sets. Make a two-armed shadow swing with weights close to 30% of your body weight or lighter. In light of Get Ups, add a 10-
second pause at each stage. When your training weight is 24 kg (for women) or 32 kg (for men), enter a non-stop swing in your training. Every two weeks take weights one or more sizes lighter than the one you are currently swinging, and make as many swings as possible without setting the bell down. Choose any swing option - two
hands, one hand with multiple hand switches, hand in hand, mixed. Any representative who doesn't meet each of the Swing standards is not a bill. After a brief rest, make your usual Get Ups.Repeat up strong.
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